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Process-Oriented and occam-$\pi$

- **Process-orientation**: systems built from **concurrent processes** that **communicate** through **channels**.
  
- Channels uni-directional and strongly typed – **synchronous** communication.
  
- Processes organised into **layered networks** – structure, reuseability.
  
- occam-$\pi$ is a language embodying these concepts.
  
  - derived from traditional occam (INMOS transputer, CSP algebra).
  
  - incorporates ideas of **mobility** from Milner’s $\pi$-calculus – not limited to static networks of processes.
  
- Dynamic **reconfiguration** of process networks.
  
  - **moving** channel-ends around.
  
- Strict parallel-usage and alias checking – no unexpected **race-hazard** errors.
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Starting with the earlier definitions of a user-port interface:

- generate XML then CSPm models of the possible events:

```plaintext
PROTOCOL P.UPORT.IN
   CASE
     get.info
     set.dir; INT; INT
   ;
PROTOCOL P.UPORT.OUT
   CASE
     info; INT
     error
     ok
   ;
CHAN TYPE CT.UPORT
MOBILE RECORD
   CHAN P.UPORT.IN in?:
   CHAN P.UPORT.OUT out!:;

<tagset name="CTPROT_CT_UPORT">
  <tag name="InPUportInGetInfo">
  <tag name="InPUportInSetDir">
  <tag name="OutPUportOutInfo">
  <tag name="OutPUportOutError">
  <tag name="OutPUportOutOk">
  <tag name="DoClaimCtUport">
  <tag name="DoReleaseCtUport">
</tagset>

datatype CTPROT_CT_UPORT = InPUportInGetInfo | InPUportInSetDir | OutPUportOutInfo | OutPUportOutError | OutPUportOutOk | DoClaimCtUport | DoReleaseCtUport
```
Define a **model** of the server’s operation:
- easily expressed in occam-\(\pi\).

```
PROC servermodel (CT.UPORT? svr)
    INITIAL BOOL b.1 IS TRUE:
    WHILE TRUE
        svr[in] ? CASE
        get.info
            IF
                b.1
                svr[out] ! info; 0
            TRUE
                svr[out] ! error
        INT p, d;
        set.dir; p; d
        IF
            b.1
            svr[out] ! ok
            TRUE
                svr[out] ! error
    :

PSERVERMODEL_A0(svr) =
    (((svr.InPUportInGetInfo ->
        ((svr.OutPUportOutInfo -> SKIP) |~|
        (svr.OutPUportOutError -> SKIP))) []]
    (svr.InPUportInSetDir ->
        ((svr.OutPUportOutOk -> SKIP) |~|
        (svr.OutPUportOutError -> SKIP)))));
PSERVERMODEL_A0(svr)

PSERVERMODEL(svr) =
    PSERVERMODEL_A0(svr)

channel svr__0 : CTPROT_CT_UPORT

SYSTEM_PSERVERMODEL =
    PSERVERMODEL(svr__0)
```
3 Define a **model** of the (shared) **client's** operation:

- again, easily expressed in occam-π.

```plaintext
PROC sharedclientmodel (SHARED CT.UPORT? svr)
  INITIAL BOOL b.1 IS TRUE:
  INITIAL BOOL b.2 IS TRUE:
  WHILE b.2
    CLAIM cli!
    IF
      b.1
      SEQ
      cli[in] ! get.info
      cli[out] ? CASE
      INT inf:
        info; inf
        SKIP
        error
        SKIP
    TRUE
    SEQ
    cli[in] ! get.info
    cli[out] ? CASE
    error
    SKIP
    ok
      SKIP
  SKIP

PSHAREDCLIENTMODEL_A0(cli) =
  SKIP |~|
  ((cli.DoClaimCtUport -> ((cli.InPUportInGetInfo ->
    ((cli.OutPUportOutInfo -> SKIP) []
    (cli.OutPUportOutError -> SKIP))) |~|
  (cli.InPUportInSetDir ->
    ((cli.OutPUportOutError -> SKIP) []
    (cli.OutPUportOutOk -> SKIP))(cli.DoReleaseCtUport -> PSHAREDCLIENTMODEL_A0(cli))))

PSHAREDCLIENTMODEL(cli) =
  PSHAREDCLIENTMODEL_A0(cli)

channel cli__0 : CTPROT_CT_UPORT

SYSTEM_PSHAREDCLIENTMODEL =
  PSHAREDCLIENTMODEL(cli__0)
```
Starting with a **real** client implementation, generate formal model:

- ... happens to be deliberately broken

```
PROC client (SHARED CT.UPORT! scli) INT pinfo:
SEQ
  CLAIM scli!
  SEQ
    scli[in] ! get.info
    scli[out] ? CASE info; pinfo
    SKIP
:

PCLIENT(scli) =
  (scli.DoClaimCtUport ->
  scli.InPUportInGetInfo ->
  scli.OutPUportOutInfo ->
  scli.DoReleaseCtUport ->
  SKIP)
```
5 Write a suitable CSPm wrapper to describe the particular implementation and specification:

```
PROC client (SHARED CT.UPORT! scli) 
INT pinfo:
SEQ
  CLAIM scli!
  SEQ
    scli[in] ! get.info
    scli[out] ? CASE
      info; pinfo
      SKIP
: 

PCLIENT(scli) =
  (scli.DoClaimCtUport ->
   scli.InPUportInGetInfo ->
   scli.OutPUportOutInfo ->
   scli.DoReleaseCtUport ->
   SKIP)
```

include "sharedclientmodel.csp"
include "client.csp"

channel c : CT PROT _CT_UPORT

MYSPEC = PSHAREDCIENTMODEL(c)
MYIMPL = PCLIENT(c)
Finally, ask FDR to perform refinement checks on these:

- for traces, failures and divergences.

```
include "sharedclientmodel.csp"
include "client.csp"

channel c : CTPROT_CT_UPORT

MYSPEC = PSHARECLIENTMODEL(c)
MYIMPL = PCLIENT(c)
```
Finally, ask FDR to perform refinement checks on these:

- for traces, failures and divergences.

```
include "sharedclientmodel.csp"
include "client.csp"
channel c : CTPROT CT UPORT

MYSPEC = PSHAREDCLIENTMODEL(c)
MYIMPL = PCLIENT(c)
```
Limitations and Conclusions

- Limitations:
  - level of **abstraction** in models generated (arithmetic and other run-time errors).
  - size of models that are **practically** checkable in FDR2.

- Conclusions:
  - demonstrated that such checking is **possible**, and **one approach** for it — the formal underpinning of the language (CSP) is necessary.
  - gaining a **formal understanding** of how process-oriented systems behave (and how they may fail).
  - can be immediately applied to any occam-π systems (any process-oriented system in the long(er) term).

Moreover, we can avoid expensive VM context switches in our OS implementation, leveraging **co-operative** concurrency for design and implementation, **because** we can **reason formally** about the behaviour of such systems.

- thousands to millions of lightweight processes.
- ~150ns context-switch / communication times across multiple cores.
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Limitations and Conclusions

- **Limitations:**
  - Level of abstraction in models generated (arithmetic and other run-time errors).
  - Size of models that are practically checkable in FDR2.

- **Conclusions:**
  - Demonstrated that such checking is possible, and one approach for it — the formal underpinning of the language (CSP) is necessary.
  - Gaining a formal understanding of how process-oriented systems behave (and how they may fail).
  - Can be immediately applied to any occam-π systems (any process-oriented system in the long(er) term).

Moreover, we can avoid expensive VM context switches in our OS implementation, leveraging co-operative concurrency for design and implementation, because we can reason formally about the behaviour of such systems.

- Thousands to millions of lightweight processes.
- ~150ns context-switch / communication times across multiple cores.
Questions..?
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